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Abstra t
We are motivated by the problem of s heduling a large semi ondu tor manufa turing fa ility, where jobs of wafers, ea h with a desired due date, follow essentially
the same route through the manufa turing system, returning several times to many
of the servi e enters for the pro essing of su essive layers. Negle ting the randomness introdu ed by yield, su h a system an be modeled as a non-a y li ow line.
In su h systems, it is important to redu e the mean delay, or equivalently the mean
work-in-pro ess, as well as the varian e of the delay.
We analyze several distributed s heduling poli ies. We show that for a single nona y li ow line the First Bu er First Serve Poli y (FBFS), whi h assigns priorities to
bu ers in the order that they are visited, is stable, whenever the arrival rate, allowing
for some burstiness, is less than the system apa ity. Similarly, the Last Bu er First
Serve Poli y (LBFS), where the priority ordering is reversed, is also stable. However
not all bu er priority poli ies are stable, as witnessed by a ounter-example. The well
known Earliest Due Date Poli y (EDD), where priority is based on the due date of a
part, as well as another due date based poli y of interest alled the Least Sla k Poli y
(LS), where priority is based on the \sla k" of a part, de ned as the due date minus an
estimate of the remaining delay, are also proved to be stable. For systems with many
part-types following di erent routes, we exhibit stable extensions of these poli ies.
We also present simulations whi h on rm our intuition that LBFS may well be the
best poli y for minimizing the mean delay at high load fa tors, while LS may well be
the best poli y for minimizing the varian e of the delay. Finally some open problems
are posed.
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1 Introdu tion
A parti ular motivation for the investigations reported in this paper has been the issue of
s heduling large semi ondu tor manufa turing fa ilities. In su h systems, jobs of wafers, ea h
with a pres ribed due date, follow essentially the same route through the manufa turing
system, and require virtually the same pro essing at identi al stages of their route. A
hara teristi feature is that ea h wafer indeed visits many of the servi e enters several
times, on e for the treatment of ea h of the several \layers" of the resistive inter onne t
in the personalization pro ess of the mastersli e te hnology; see Dillinger [1℄. Figure 1,
whi h is a mu h simpli ed version of the a tual system, illustrates this basi highly \reentrant" stru ture. Ea h servi e enter an onsist of many identi al \ma hines" in parallel.
Negle ting the random e e ts due to yield, su h a system an be modeled as a non-a y li
ow line, to a rst approximation.
More generally, if there are many types of parts whi h follow di erent routes through the
manufa turing system, then one obtains a manufa turing system omprised of several su h
non-a y li ow lines.
Two important goals in s heduling su h systems are to redu e the mean delay as well as
the varian e of the delay. A small value of the mean delay, or equivalently manufa turing
y le time, guarantees small work-in-pro ess. On the other hand, a small value of the
varian e of the delay allows the system to reliably meet due dates. Thus we believe that
an appropriate hoi e of a performan e measure is (mean + 3 standard deviations), sin e it
provides a reliable estimate of the delay.
Several s heduling poli es are of interest. For a system onsisting of a single non-a y li
ow line, su h as in Figures 1 or 2, one su h poli y is the First Bu er First Serve Poli y
(FBFS) where ea h servi e enter ranks its bu ers a ording to the order in whi h they are
visited, and the ma hines in the servi e enter sele t \parts" from the heads of the bu ers,
giving priority to bu ers visited earlier in the route. Another is the Last Bu er First Serve
Poli y (LBFS) where the priority ordering of the bu ers is exa tly the reverse. These are
two examples of s heduling poli ies whi h are based on a priority ordering of the bu ers.
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Figure 1: A mu h simpli ed s hemati to illustrate the highly \re-entrant" stru ture of a
semi ondu tor manufa turing system
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An example of a due date based poli y is the Earliest Due Date Poli y (EDD) where at
ea h servi e enter the part with the earliest due date is pro essed next. Alternatively, in
an attempt to meet due dates, one ould somehow estimate the remaining delay yet to be
experien ed by a part, and then try to ompensate for it. This gives rise to a Least Sla k
Poli y (LS) where ea h servi e enter hooses that part to work on next whi h has the
minimum \sla k," where the sla k of a part is de ned as its due date minus an estimate
of its remaining delay, whi h in turn depends on the bu er in whi h it is situated. Lastly,
there is the well-known First Come First Serve Poli y (FCFS) where the part whi h arrived
rst at the servi e enter is hosen next, regardless of whi h bu er it is in. For systems with
multiple non-a y li ow lines, there are of ourse natural extensions of all these poli ies.
For example, one ould order all the bu ers in the entire system in some way, whi h would
yield a bu er priority poli y, or one ould use an LS or FCFS poli y.
We are primarily interested in the LBFS and LS poli ies. Intuition suggests that sin e
LBFS myopi ally attempts to lear parts from the system, it may well be the best andidate
for minimizing the mean delay, espe ially at high load fa tors. On the other hand, sin e LS
attempts to make all parts equally late or equally early with respe t to their due dates, it
should be an ex ellent hoi e for minimizing the varian e of the delay. Thus, a \ onvex"
ombination of the two, whi h is itself an LS poli y employing low values of the sla ks,
e.g. small proportions of the remaining delays, suggests itself as an appropriate hoi e for
minimizing (mean + 3 standard deviations).
The rst fundamental question that arises when onsidering su h natural s heduling
poli ies is whether they are \stable." By stability we mean that the \delay" in urred by
the parts, also known as the \ y le-time," is bounded, whenever the arrival rate is within
the apa ity of the system. Equivalently, when ombined with a release poli y where parts
are introdu ed into the system a ertain time interval ahead of their due dates, we mean
that the deviation of the a tual produ tion ompletion dates from the due dates is bounded.
Finally, stability is also equivalent to requiring that \work in pro ess" remains bounded.
While natural andidates for s heduling poli ies, as above, are mentioned frequently in the
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literature, see Panwalker and Iskander [2℄ and Graves [3℄, they fall stri tly outside the gamut
of the available stability results for queueing networks, to the best of our knowledge. For
example, in the ex ellent treatment of \Markovian" networks in Kelly [4℄, priority dis iplines
based on the \type" of a part are spe i ally ex luded, see page 59 of [4℄. In fa t bu er
priority poli ies, the EDD poli y, and even the FCFS poli y when the mean servi e times
are di erent for di erent visits, are all ex luded.
Our main results in this paper are the following. We prove that for the ase of a single
non-a y li ow line, FBFS (Theorem 1) and LBFS (Theorem 3) are stable whenever the
arrival rate, allowing for some burstiness, is less than the apa ity of the bottlene k servi e
enter, i.e., the system apa ity. The proof of stability for LBFS is based on a ontra tive
estimate for the delay experien ed by a part as a fun tion of the number of parts in the
system when it arrives (Theorem 2). This estimate is of independent interest and exhibits
a \pipeline" like behavior of non-a y li ow lines operating under LBFS. However, not all
bu er priority poli ies are stable, as witnessed by a ounter-example (Example 1). Regarding
due date based s heduling poli ies, we show that LS (Theorem 4) and EDD (Corollary 1)
are also stable. We have been unable to resolve whether FCFS is stable { a signi ant open
question.
For systems onsisting of multiple non-a y li ow lines, we show that several bu er
priority poli ies are stable. For example, any bu er priority ordering whi h is an interleaving
of the individual FBFS orderings for ea h of the various non-a y li ow lines is stable
(Theorem 5). Also, any \uniform" on atenation of the separate LBFS orderings for ea h
of the non-a y li ow lines is stable (Theorem 5). Finally some ombinations of the above
two orderings are also stable (Theorem 5).
We also provide the results of some simulations for a highly re-entrant manufa turing
system of the type shown in Figure 1. These simulations on rm our intuition that LBFS
may well be the best overall hoi e for reliably minimizing the mean delay, espe ially at high
load fa tors, while LS may be the best poli y for minimizing the varian e of the delay.
In this paper we do not the address the important problem of dealing with random
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\yield," whi h leads naturally to a sto hasti version of the problem dis ussed here. Our
results, su h as the ontra tive delay estimate of Theorem 2, ould provide the deterministi
ba kbone for a sample-path based stability proof in su h a situation. To set this paper in
ontext, we note that in ontrast to Perkins and Kumar [5℄ and Kumar and Seidman [6℄,
the systems addressed here do not have set-up times, thus allowing the possibility of better
meeting due dates part by part.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2 we des ribe the system and
the poli ies of interest. In Se tion 3 we provide a motivatory ounter-example to show that
not all bu er priority poli ies are stable. In Se tions 4 and 5 we prove the stability of FBFS
and LBFS. In Se tion 6 we prove the stability of EDD and LS. In Se tion 7 we address
manufa turing systems onsisting of several non-a y li ow lines, and prove the stability
of several bu er priority s heduling poli ies. Se tion 8 indi ates some generalizations of the
results. In Se tion 9 we provide an a ount of our simulations. Finally, Se tion 10 provides
some on luding remarks.

2 Des ription of System and Poli ies
For ease of presentation, we rst des ribe a manufa turing system onsisting of a single
non-a y li ow line. Later, in Se tion 7, we onsider the more general system onsisting of
multiple non-a y li ow lines.
The manufa turing system onsists of S servi e enters labeled 1; 2; : : : ; S ; see Figure 2
for an example. Servi e enter  2 f1; 2; : : : ; S g onsists of a set M ontaining m identi al
ma hines in parallel, ea h of whi h an work on only one part at a time. Parts enter the
manufa turing system at the servi e enter 1 2 f1; 2; : : : ; S g and pro eed in sequen e to
servi e enters 2 ; 3 ; : : : ; ` where ` is the last servi e enter visited. At the i-th servi e
enter i visited by a part, it is stored in a bu er labeled bi , and requires i time units of
ontinuous pro essing whi h an be provided by one of the mi ma hines lo ated at the
servi e enter.
Let u(t) be the total number of parts released into the system in the time interval [0; t℄.
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Figure 2: A non-a y li
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ow line

We allow the arrivals to be bursty, but require that they satisfy the onstraint:

u(t) u(s)  (t s) + for all 0  s  t;

(1)

for some onstants   0 and  0. We shall refer to  as the arrival rate. The parameter
allows for some burstiness in the arrivals. Su h a non-probabilisti model of burstiness has
been used earlier in Cruz [7℄.
Note that
X i
(2)
w :=
fiji =g m
time units of work is brought in per ma hine at servi e enter  by ea h in oming part to
the system. A ordingly, in order that the system be able to meet demand, we assume that
the arrival rate  satis es
 := max w < 1:
(3)
We shall refer to  as the load on the system.
Let B denote the set of bu ers served by servi e enter  . It is given by B := fbi ji =
 g. All the s heduling poli ies we onsider below are non-idling. By this we mean that a
ma hine in M is allowed to remain idle only if all the bu ers in B are empty. Otherwise,
it is required to take up a part for pro essing, with the hoi e of the parti ular part being
di tated by the s heduling rule. All our s heduling poli ies are non-preemptive, though all
the results ontinue to hold for the preemptive ase.
Let us now turn to the s heduling poli ies of interest.

First Bu er First Serve Poli y (FBFS)
An idle ma hine in M takes up a part at the head of bu er bi 2 B for pro essing only
if all the other bu ers bj 2 B with j < i, if any, are empty. As an example, for the system
of Figure 2, bu er 2 has higher priority over bu er 7 at servi e enter 2.

Last Bu er First Serve Poli y (LBFS)
An idle ma hine in M takes up a part at the head of bu er bi 2 B for pro essing only
if all bj 2 B with j > i, if any, are empty. Thus, for the system of Figure 2, bu er 7 has
higher priority over bu er 2 at servi e enter 2.
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First Come First Serve Poli y (FCFS)
An idle ma hine in M takes up that part from the bu ers in B whi h arrived rst at
 , on its urrent visit to the servi e enter  .
Earliest Due Date Poli y (EDD)
Ea h part  entering the system has a (desired) due date Æ ( ). An idle ma hine in M
takes up that part  from the bu ers in B whi h has the earliest due date Æ ( ).
Least Sla k Poli y (LS)
For ea h bu er bi , let there be assigned a number i  0. This number is meant to
be an estimate of the remaining delay in the system for a part ommen ing servi e from bi .
(However, i need not be su h an estimate; it ould also be based on some other onsideration
and the results would still apply). For a part  in bi , we de ne its sla k as Æ ( ) i , i.e., as
the due date minus the estimated future delay. An idle ma hine in M takes up that part
from the bu ers in B whi h has the smallest value for its sla k.
It should be noted that FBFS and LBFS are examples of bu er priority poli ies, where
an ordering of the bu ers at ea h servi e enter di tates the priority dis ipline. On the other
hand EDD and LS are due date based poli ies.
Let us denote by ( ) the time that a part is released into the system, i.e., the time that
it arrives at the system. If parts arrive into the system in the order of their due dates, i.e.,
Æ ( )  Æ ( 0 ) ) ( )  ( 0 ), then it is easy to he k that LBFS oin ides with EDD. The
poli y FCFS is of ourse well known. Finally LS is also a natural andidate for a s heduling
poli y. It is based on making a reasonable e ort to meet due dates. In that sense one would
expe t that it attains a low \varian e" of the di eren e between the a tual nish time of
parts and their desired due dates. We shall omment more about the performan es of all
the poli ies in Se tion 9. Note also that EDD is a spe ial ase of LS, sin e we an simply
hoose i  0.
All the s heduling poli ies above are \distributed," in that they an be implemented
separately at ea h servi e enter, without requiring any oordination of a tion or sharing
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of information between servi e enters. Panwalker and Iskander [2℄ refer to su h poli ies as
\lo al dispat h rules."
Let e( ) denote the time that a part  exits the system. We shall say that a s heduling
poli y is stable if for any arrival rate  satisfying (3),

e( )

( )  for all 

(4)

for some  0 (whi h ould depend on the initial ondition as well as ). We emphasize
that our de nition above requires \stability" for all arrival rates  within the apa ity of the
system as given by (3).
Sin e e( )
( ) is the delay or y le time of a part, the stability of a poli y simply
guarantees a bounded delay for all parts. By Little's Theorem, it also guarantees that the
maximum \work in pro ess" in the manufa turing system is bounded.
We note that LBFS myopi ally attempts to empty the system of parts. Thus one would
expe t that it tends to minimize the number of parts in the system, or equivalently the
mean delay, espe ially at high load fa tors. On the other hand, LS attempts to make all
parts equally late or early, and thus tends to minimize the varian e of the delay. Both these
intuitions are on rmed by the simulations presented in Se tion 9.

3 An Unstable Bu er Priority Poli y
Both the FBFS and LBFS poli ies are parti ular examples of s heduling poli ies based on a
bu er priority ordering. Are all bu er priority poli ies stable for all arrival rates satisfying
(3)? As the following ounter-example shows, the answer is in the negative. It learly
exhibits the need to address the issue of stability of s heduling poli ies.

Example 1. Consider a system with two servi e enters, ea h onsisting of just one mahine, as shown in Figure 3. A single part-type visits b1 lo ated at servi e enter 1, then b2
lo ated at servi e enter 2, then b3 lo ated at servi e enter 2, and nally b4 lo ated at servi e
enter 1. The arrival rate is  = 1, and we simply assume that parts arrive periodi ally. The
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Figure 3: System of Example 1.
pro essing times are 1 = 3 = 0 and 2 = 4 = 32 . At servi e enter 1, priority is given to
bu er b4 , while at servi e enter 2 priority is given to bu er b2 .
Suppose that at time 0 , b1 has x1 parts, while b2 , b3 and b4 are empty. At time 0 ,
these x1 parts are immediately nished with their servi ing (sin e 1 = 0) and passed on
to bu er b2 , whi h then begins to work on them. At time 2x1 , b2 is empty, sin e these x1
parts as well as those arriving at the times 0; 1; : : : ; 2x1 1 have been pro essed. At time
2x1 servi e enter 2 then works on the 3x1 parts in b3 and instantly transmits them to b4
whi h then starts work on them, sin e it has higher priority over b1 . These 3x1 parts are
ompleted at time 4x1 . At time 4x1 , bu er b1 has 2x1 parts whi h have arrived at the times
2x1 ; 2x1 + 1; : : : ; 4x1 1. This is the same initial ondition as at 0 , ex ept that the ontents
of b1 are doubled. The y le thus repeats itself inde nitely, yielding instability.
2
It would be useful to obtain another ounterexample whi h does not involve zero proessing times at any servi e enters.

4 The FBFS Poli y
The main result of this se tion is that the FBFS poli y is stable.

Theorem 1: Stability of FBFS. The First Bu er First Serve Poli y (FBFS) is stable
whenever the arrivals satisfy (1) and the arrival rate  is within the apa ity of the system,
i.e., (3) is satis ed.

Proof. Let xi (t) denote the number of parts in bu er bi at time t, not ounting any in
servi e. At time 0, we shall allow the system to have some nonempty initial state xi (0), plus
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some parts in servi e.
Let i ( ) denote the time instant that a part  arrives at bu er bi . (Thus 1 ( ) = ( ),
the release time of part  into the system).
We shall say that a time interval [T1 ; T2 ℄ is an i-busy period if at every time instant in
this interval there is some part in some bu er bj at the servi e enter i with j  i, whi h
is waiting for servi e, or more formally,
X

fj jj =i and j ig

xj (t) > 0 for all T1  t  T2 :

Our proof is by indu tion on the following hypothesis: \There exist T (i) ,
1; 2; : : : ; ` su h that if [T1 ; T2 ℄ is an i-busy period with T1 > T (i) , then

T2

T1 

(i)

(i)

for i =

;

i.e., after a ertain nite time T (i) all i-busy periods have duration less than (i) ."
Consider i = 1. Let T (1) be the rst time that bu er b1 empties. (Clearly T (1) is nite,
or else the servi e enter is forever working on parts in b1 , ompleting servi e at a rate faster
than the arrivals by (3), whi h is impossible). Consider any time T1 > T (1) at whi h a 1-busy
period [T1 ; T2 ℄ ommen es. Thus at time T1 no part in b1 is waiting for servi e, and a part
arrives into bu er b1 at time T1 . By the FBFS priority, and allowing for the non-preemptive
servi e dis ipline, this newly arriving part has to wait no more than  := maxj j time units
to ommen e servi e. If T2  T1 +  , then throughout the time interval [T1 + ; T2 ℄ all
the m ma hines at the servi e enter 1 are busy working on parts from bu er b1 . Hen e


the number of servi e ompletions in [T1 + ; T2 ℄ is  T2 T11 2 m1 , while the number of
arrivals in [T1 ; T2 ℄ is  (T2 T1 ) + . Hen e (T2 T1 ) +  (T2 T11 2 ) m1 , whi h yields


 1
T2 T1  (1) where (1) := 2 + m11 1 m11 . This proves the indu tion hypothesis
for i = 1.
Suppose now that the indu tion hypothesis is true for 1; 2; : : : i 1. Consider i. Sin e for
j = 1; 2; : : : ; i 1, the length of no j -busy period after T (j ) ex eeds (j ) , it follows that the
delay of a part at bj is  (j ) + j , if it arrived at bu er bj after T (j ) . Hen e the delay from
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the entry of a part into the system till it exits from bj is  where := ij =11 ( (j ) + j ), if
it arrived into the system after T := max1j i 1 T (j ) . Let T 0 := max ( + T, time that all of
the original parts in the bu ers b1 ; b2 ; : : : ; bi at time 0 have exited from bi ). De ne T (i) :=
rst time instant after T 0 that all the bu ers bj with j  i lo ated at servi e enter i are
simultaneously empty. It is easy to see that T (i) < +1.
Thus parts arriving at a bu er bj with j  i in any time interval [s; t℄ with s  T (i)
must have arrived into the system at some time in the time interval [s ; t℄. By the arrival
assumption (1), the total number of parts that have entered bj in [s; t℄ is  (t s)+( + )
for j = 1; 2; : : : i, and T (i)  s  t. Let [T1 ; T2 ℄ be an i-busy period ommen ing at T1 > T (i) .
By an argument similar to that made earlier, if T2  T1 +  , then throughout [T1 + ; T2 ℄, the
mi ma hines at servi e enter i are busy working on the parts that arrived to the bu ers
bj 2 Bi with j  i during the time interval [T1 ; T2 ℄. These arrivals bring in



X

[j (T2

fj jj =i and j ig

T1 ) + j + j ℄

time units of work for the mi ma hines. Hen e
(T2
This yields (T2
(i)

2 )mi  fj jj =i and j ig [j (T2

T1
T1 ) 

2
:= 642

+

(i)

where

(j +
mi
fj j = and j ig
X

j

i

32
j ) 7 6
5 41

T1 ) + j + j ℄:

X

fj jj =i and j ig

3
j 7
5:

mi

This ompletes the indu tion proof.
Note that we have thereby also shown that the delay of a part in the system is 
`j =1 ( (j ) + j ) for parts arriving after T (`) , thus proving the Theorem.
2
A areful reading of the above proof shows that the bound on the delays experien ed by
parts entering after the transient period [0; T (`) ℄, is independent of the initial state fxi (0)g.
On the other hand, the duration of the transient period [0; T (`) ℄ does depend on the initial
state fxi (0)g, as it should.
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5 The LBFS Poli y
We now turn to the LBFS poli y, whi h is more in the nature of a \pull" poli y. Its proof of
stability is mu h more subtle than that for the FBFS poli y. It relies on the following key
\ ontra tive" estimate of the delay experien ed by a part as a fun tion of the number in the
system at its arrival time.

Theorem 2: Contra tive Estimate for the Delay under LBFS. With w de ned as
in (2), let w := max w be the maximum work brought per ma hine at a servi e enter by
an in oming part. There exists a onstant () su h that if there are x parts in the system
when a part  arrives, then the delay experien ed by  satis es
e( )

( )  () + (w + )x for every  > 0:

(5)

Proof. The key idea on whi h the proof hinges is that under the LBFS poli y, parts entering
the system after a part  annot interfere with part  ex ept for the minor delay aused by
the non-preemptive dis ipline. Thus the delay experien ed by a part is almost ompletely
due to its being blo ked by parts ahead of it in the system.
Consider the system onsisting of only the bu ers B (k) := fbk ; bk+1 ; : : : ; b` g. Let

w(k)

2
:= maxkj ` 64

i
and ikg mj

X

fiji =j

3
7
5

(6)

be the maximum work brought per ma hine at a servi e enter due to a part in bu er bk
(i.e., ompared to w , we simply ignore the loads on the servi e enters due to the servi e
needs of fb1 ; : : : ; bk 1 g).
Our proof is by indu tion starting from the end of the system ( onsistent with the \pull"
nature of the poli y), and is based on the following indu tion hypothesis:
\For every  > 0, there exists a onstant (k) () su h that if at a ertain time instant a part 
is in B (k) and there are x parts ahead of it, then the remaining delay of part  in the system
is  (k) () + (w(k) + )x for every  > 0:"
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Consider k = `, where the trun ated system B (`) onsists only of the last bu er b` . Thus

`
the part  is the (x + 1)-th part in b` . The remaining delay of  is  ( + ` ) + m` x,
with
 := maxj j :
(7)




` term
(The  term allows for the delay aused by the non-preemptive dis ipline, the
a ounts for the time taken to pro ess the x parts ahead of  in b` , and ` represents the
pro essing time of  itself). Thus the indu tion hypothesis is true for k = `, with
(`)

x
m`

() := ( + ` ) for all  > 0;

(8)

sin e w(`) = m` ` by (6).
Suppose now that the indu tion hypothesis is true for k + 1, k + 2; : : : ; `. We will now
show that it is valid for k with (k) () de ned as,
(k )

() :=

(k +1)

() + maxf2`; (w

(k +1)

+ )

&

2

(k +1)



( 2 )

'

+ 2;

(k +1)

()g:

(9)

Thus our task is to show that if at a ertain time instant, say t = 0 for onvenien e, a part
 is in bk and there are x parts ahead of it in B (k) , then the exit time of  satis es,

e( ) 

(k )

() + (w(k) + )x for all  > 0:

(10)

Let  0 be the part just ahead of  in B (k) . (Thus, while  is the (x + 1)-th part in B (k) ,
 0 is the x-th part in B (k) ). We laim that the exit times e( ) and e( 0 ) satisfy
0
1
X̀
e( )  e( 0 ) +  j A + (`
j =k

k + 1):

(11)

To see why this is true, onsider the system at the time instant e( 0 ). At that time,  has
the highest priority at all remaining bu ers in the system. Hen e it an be delayed at ea h
bu er by at most  (due to the non-pre-emptive dis ipline) plus a servi e time. Thus it exits
within `j =k (j +  ) time units after e( 0 ), justifying (11).
Suppose that at time 0,  is the n-th part in bk . We will show (10) by indu tion on n.
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Consider n = 1. Then learly  0 , the part just ahead of  , is in B (k+1) , sin e  is the only
part in bk . Sin e the indu tion hypothesis (10) is true for k + 1,

e( 0 ) 
From (11) we obtain

e( )



2
4

(k +1)



(k +1)



(k )

(k +1)

() +

X̀
j =k

() + (w(k+1) + )(x 1):
3
k + 1) 5 + (w(k+1) + )(x

j + (`

1)

() + 2` + (w(k) + )x

() + (w(k) + )x

where the se ond inequality follows from (6) by noting that w(k)  w(k+1) , and the third
inequality follows from (9).
Suppose now that the result (10) has been proved if  is the 1st, 2nd , . . . , or (n 1)th
part in bk . Suppose  is the n-th part in bk .
Let T be the time instant at whi h  enters B (k+1) , and let y be the number of parts
ahead of  at the time T when it enters B (k+1) . There are three ases to onsider.
Case 1. Suppose y  , where
2
2
:= 66
6

Then note that,

e( )  T +

(k +1)

(k +1)

 3


7
:
7
7

(12)

() + (w(k+1) + ) for all  > 0;

(13)



2

sin e after entering B (k+1) at time T part  spends only a further time  (k+1) ()+(w(k+1) +
) before exiting the system. Let us now estimate T . If T  2 , then allowing for the nonpreemption dis ipline, during the time interval [; T  ℄ all the mk ma hines at the servi e
enter k are ontinuously working on parts ahead of  . The total work for the servi e enter
Bk ontained in these x parts is  fiji =k and ikg i x: Hen e

mk (T

2 )  x

X

fiji =k and ikg
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i :

Thus

T

 2

2
+ 64

fiji =k

Hen e ombining with (13), we get

e( ) 

h

(k +1)

i
and ikg mk

X

() + (w(k+1) + ) + 2

i

2
+ 64

3
7 x:
5

i
and ikg mk

X

fiji =k

3
7
5x

for all  > 0;

whi h satis es (10) by virtue of (12), (9) and (6).
Case 2. Suppose < y  n 1. This orresponds to the ase where the part  00 with the
highest priority in the system at the time instant T (i.e., the part whi h is losest to the
exit), was originally in position (n y ) in the bu er bk at time 0, with y > . Sin e the
indu tion hypothesis is true for position n y < n, it applies to part  00 whi h has x y
parts ahead of it in B (k) at time 0, and so,

T

 e(00 ) 

(k )

() + (w(k) + )(x y ):

Also, at time T , part  is in B (k+1) and there are y parts ahead of it in B (k+1) . Hen e after
 
entering B (k+1) at time T it spends  (k+1) 2 + (w(k+1) + 2 )y time units before exiting.
Thus,

e( )

 







y + (w(k+1)



(k )

() +

(k +1)



(k )

() +

(k +1)



(k )

() +

(k +1)



(k )

() + (w(k) + )x; from (12);



2

 


2

 


2

+ w(k+1) + 2 y + (w(k) + )(x y )
2



2

w(k) )y + (w(k) + )x

+ (w(k) + )x;

sin e y > and w(k+1)  w(k) ;

whi h again satis es (10).
Case 3. Suppose y > and y  n. Then the part  00 with the highest priority in B (k+1) at
time T was originally in B (k+1) at time 0 and had x y parts ahead of it. Sin e the indu tion
hypothesis is true for k + 1,

T

 e(00 ) 

(k +1)

() + (w(k+1) + )(x y ):
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Moreover, after entering B (k+1) at time T , part  thereafter spends 
time units before leaving the system, and so,

e( )  2

(k +1)

(k +1)

()+(w(k+1) + )y

() + (w(k+1) + )x

whi h again satis es (10) by virtue of (9).
This ompletes the indu tion and the proof.
2
The above ontra tive estimate for the delay shows that non-a y li systems operating
under LBFS exhibit a \pipeline-like" behavior, similar to a y li systems.

The Pipeline Property of LBFS. Under the same onditions as in Theorem 2,
( )  wx
 + o(x):

e( )

Proof. From (8) and (9) we an ompute () :=
delay as,

e( )

( ) 

(1)

(). This gives the bound (5) on the

` 1
X
ai

+ (w + )x for all  > 0;
i
for some onstants fai g. The result is then obtained by hoosing  as a fun tion of x to
minimize the right hand side above.
2
Whether the term o(x) above an be repla ed by O(1) is an open question.
With the \ ontra tivity" property for the delay given by Theorem 2 in hand, we an
establish the stability of LBFS.
i=0

Theorem 3: Stability of LBFS. Suppose that the arrivals satisfy (1) with the arrival rate
satisfying the apa ity ondition (3). Let x(0) denote the number of parts that are initially
in the system at time 0. Then the number x(t) of parts in the system at time t satis es:
(
)
2( () + )
i) x(t)  max (1 +  + )x(0) +  () + ;
for all t  0, whi h bounds the
1  
transient behavior.

ii) lim supt!1 x(t) 

 ()+
  ,

1

whi h bounds the asymptoti behavior.

The above statements are valid for all  > 0 small enough that (1
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 ) > 0.

Proof. Let t0 = 0, and re ursively de ne
tk := the exit time of the part whi h is at the beginning of the system at time tk 1 .
(Above, if bu ers bi for i < j are empty while bu er bj is nonempty, then the part at the
tail end of bu er bj is what we mean by the part at the \beginning" of the system. There is
a slight modi ation of the following proof if the system is empty of parts at time tk 1 ; the
minor details are left to the reader). Sin e there are x(tk 1 ) 1 parts ahead of su h a part
at time tk 1 , we have
tk tk 1  () + (w + )x(tk 1 )
by Theorem 2. Moreover, sin e parts exit the system in the order that they enter it, x(tk )
is equal to the number of parts that arrived into the system in the time interval [tk 1 ; tk ℄.
Hen e

x(tk )
This gives,

 (tk tk
 ( () +

1

)+

) + (w + )x(tk 1 ):

(14)

 () +
; sin e  = w:

1  
Moreover note from (14) that if x(0)  1 ()+ , then x(tk )  1 ()+ for all k  0. On
the other hand from (14) we also see that if x(0) > 1 ()+ , then the sequen e fx(tk )g is
monotone de reasing until it dips below 1 ()+ , after whi h it stays below 1 ()+ for all
further k. Hen e, allowing for both these possibilities,
)
(
 () +
for all k  0:
x(tk )  max x(0);
1  
Now, for any t 2 [tk 1 ; tk ℄,
x(t)  x(tk 1 ) + number of parts that arrived in [tk 1 ; tk ℄
lim supk x(tk ) 

 x(tk


1

) + (tk

tk 1 ) +

(1 +  + )x(tk 1 ) +  () +
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whi h yields,
as well as,

lim supt!1 x(t) 

2( () + )
1  

(15)

(

2( () + )
x(t)  max (1 +  + )x(0) +  () + ;
1  

)

for all t  0:

The fa tor 2 in (15) is unne essary and an be removed by a \ba kward" re ursion.
Consider a time t  tk+1 . Let t(k) := t and re ursively de ne t(j ) as the arrival time of the
part whi h is at the nish of the system at t(j +1) . (If bu ers bi for i > j are empty while
bu er bj is nonempty, then the part at the head of bu er bj is what we mean by the part at
the \ nish" of the system). Note that t(0)  0, and as earlier,

t(j )
and
This yields,
and therefore

t(j

1)

 () + (w + )x(t j
(

x(t(j ) )  (t(j )
x(t(j ) )  ( + )x(t(j

t(j
1)

1)

lim supt!1 x(t) 

);

)+ :

) + ( () + )

x(t) = x(t(k) )  ( + )k x(t(0) ) +

The above is true for all t  t(k+1) . Hen e,

1)

 () +
:
1  

 () +
;
1  

proving the Theorem.
2
It should be noted that the bound (i) is valid for all time, and it overs the transient
period as well. Therefore it is ne essarily x(0) dependent. On the other hand, (ii) bounds
only the asymptoti behavior and it is independent of x(0).
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6 The EDD and LS Poli ies
We now take up the due-date based poli ies EDD and LS for onsideration.
In order to obtain any reasonable results regarding the ability of any due date based
poli ies to a tually meet due dates, it is learly ne essary to assume that
1

 Æ()

( ) 

2

for all 

(16)

for some 1 ; 2  0, i.e., that parts are released into the system neither too far in advan e of
the due date, nor too late after it. In fa t, under this assumption, the stability of a poli y is
equivalent to guaranteeing that for any  satisfying (3),

je() Æ()j 

0 for all ;

(17)

for some 0  0, i.e., that the poli y is able to meet the due dates for all parts to within a
bounded time 0 .
Note that the assumption (16) allows the exibility of spe ifying the due date of a part
as o urring even before the release date, whi h is a useful arti e to expedite the pro essing
of some parts on o asion.

Theorem 4: Stability of LS. Consider a system where the arrivals satisfy (1,3) while the
due dates satisfy (16). Consider the LS Poli y with arbitrary estimates fig where i  0.
If x(t) denotes the number of parts in the system at time t, with x(0) denoting the initial
number, then

sup x(t) < f (x(0));
t

and
where

lim supt!1 x(t) 
does not depend on x(0).

Proof: There are two di eren es between LS and LBFS. First, under LS a part  arriving
after  may overtake  . This happens when both  and  are in the same bu er bi , and
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Æ ( ) i  Æ ( ) i, i.e., Æ ( )  Æ ( ). However, by (16), it must then be the ase that
( )  ()  Æ ( ) +

1

 Æ() +  () +
1

2

+ 1:

Hen e only a part  arriving in [ ( ); ( )+ 2 + 1 ℄ an possibly overtake  , and by (1), there
an be no more than ( 2 + 1 ) + su h parts. Thus at any bu er bi , the maximum delay
1 that a part an experien e due to being overtaken is bounded by 1 := [( 2 + 1 ) + ℄ ,
where  := maxi i . Also note that  an only overtake  on e.
Se ond, under LS a part  at a bu er bi may, in ontrast to LBFS, have lower priority
than a part  in a bu er bj with j < i, lo ated at the same servi e enter. This happens if
Æ ( ) j  Æ ( ) i . There are two possibilities. If ()  ( ), then
( )  ()  Æ ( ) +

1

 Æ() i + j +  () +
1

2

i +  j + 1 :

On the other hand, if ( ) < ( ), then  must have already overtaken  at some prior
bu er bk , k < j , and so,
( ) > ()  Æ ( )

2

 Æ()

2

 ()

1

2

:

Hen e, either ( ) 2 [ ( ); ( ) + 2 i + j + 1 ℄, or ( ) 2 [ ( ) 1 2 ; ( )℄. Thus
the number of su h parts  is limited to maxf 1 + 2 ; 1 + 2 i + j g + by (1). So the
delay thus in urred by a part  due to su h parts  is limited to

2 := maxf 1 + 2 ; maxi;j ( 1 +

2

i + j )g +  :

Let us de ne  := 1 + 2 , and the delay experien ed by a part bi at a servi e enter due
to having to wait for a part behind it at the servi e enter is limited to  .
Ex ept for su h a time delay  at ea h servi e enter, a part  is only delayed by parts
ahead of it in the system, and thus behaves similar to an LBFS poli y.
It is easy to show that the indu tion hypothesis of Theorem 2 still holds, and as in
Theorem 3, we still obtain stability; the details of the minor modi ations, whi h essentially
2
repla e the non-preemptive delay  in (7) by  +  , are left to the reader.
Finally, sin e EDD is just a spe ial ase of LS where the \estimates" are set to i  0,
we obtain the following stability result for EDD.
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Corollary 1: Stability of EDD. Consider a system where the arrivals satisfy (1,3) while
the due dates satisfy (16). Then, under the EDD poli y, the number x(t) of the parts in the
system at time t satis es,
sup x(t) < f (x(0));
t

and
where

lim supt!1 x(t) 
does not depend on x(0).

We have not been able to establish the stability of FCFS. It is urious that in the restri ted
ase when all the bu ers lo ated at the same servi e enter require the same mean pro essing
time, Kelly [4℄ has established the stability of FCFS under the \Markovian" assumption of
exponential servi e and inter-arrival times. However, we have been unable to prove stability
even under the analogous deterministi restri tion that all pro essing times at a servi e
enter are equal. The diÆ ulty stems from the fa t that a part an be substantially delayed
by both parts arriving before as well as after it. Given the widespread mention of FCFS this
is an interesting open question.

7 Systems With Multiple Non-A y li Flow Lines
Consider now a set f1; 2; : : : ; S g of servi e enters, where servi e enter  ontains m identi al ma hines in parallel. There are P types of parts labeled 1; 2; : : : ; P . Parts of type
p visit the servi e enters p;1 ; p;2 ; : : : ; p;`p in su ession, where they are stored in bu ers
bp;1 ; bp;2 ; : : : ; bp;`p . At bu er bp;i they require a pro essing time p;i from one of the ma hines
at the servi e enter.
(We should mention that the usage of the word \part-type" is not stri tly orre t. In
semi ondu tor manufa turing, even in a single non-a y li ow line there may be many
di erent \types" of parts whi h use the same route and have the same pro essing requirements. However, for onvenien e of exposition, we regard all parts having the same route
and pro essing requirements as being of the same \type").
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Let up (t) denote the number of arrivals of parts of type p to the system in the time
interval [0; t℄. We assume that

up(t) up(s)  p(t s) +

p

for 0  s  t and all p:

(18)

The work brought in per ma hine at servi e enter  by a part of type p is

wp; :=

p;i
:
fijp;i =g m
X

Clearly in order for the system to be stabilizable, we require that,
X
p

p wp; < 1 for all  = 1; : : : S:

(19)

Consider now the following distributed s heduling poli ies based on a bu er priority
ordering.

Interleaved First Bu er First Serve Poli y (IFBFS)
Consider a total ordering f 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; Pp `p g of all the bu ers in the system, whi h
satis es the following ondition. If m = bp;i and n = bp;j with i < j , then m < n.
(Note that su h an ordering is obtained whenever the several FBFS orderings of the various
part-types are \interleaved").

Uniform Last Bu er First Serve Poli y (ULBFS)
Consider a total ordering f 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; Pp `p g of all the bu ers in the system, whi h
satis es the following ondition. Bu er bp;i pre edes bu er bq;j in this ordering if and only
if either p < q or (p = q and i > j ). (It is lear that in pla e of the lexi ographi ordering
1; 2; : : : ; P , any other ordering of the part-types also suÆ es).
A Combination of FBFS and LBFS (CFLBFS)
This is a generalization whi h in ludes both IFBFS as well as ULBFS. First we divide the set of all part-types into two sets PF and PL . Then we onsider a total ordering
f 1; 2 ; : : : ; Pp `p g of all the bu ers in the system, whi h satis es the following restri tions.
(i) If n = bp;`p for some p 2 PL , then n+1 = bp;`p 1 ; n+2 = bp;`p 2 ; : : : ; n+`p 1 = bp;1 .
(ii) If m = bp;i and n = bp;j for some p 2 PF with i < j , then m < n.
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In ea h of the above poli ies, priority is given to bu ers a ording to the total ordering,
i.e., bu er m gets higher priority over another bu er n lo ated at the same servi e enter
if m < n.
The following theorem shows that all the above poli ies are stable.

Theorem 5: Stability of IFBFS, ULBFS, and CFLBFS. The poli ies IFBFS, ULBFS
and CFLBFS are stable whenever the arrivals satisfy (18, 19).

Proof. Let us rst onsider IFBFS. By the same argument as in Theorem 1, it follows
that the busy periods spent working on 1 are bounded. De ne now an i-busy period as a
time interval during whi h, at every time instant, at least one of the bu ers j lo ated at
the same servi e enter as i , with j  i, has some part waiting for servi e. By exa tly the
same indu tion argument as in Theorem 1, it follows that the i-busy periods are all bounded.
This also proves that the delays experien ed by parts are bounded, on luding the proof of
stability of IFBFS.
Now we turn to ULBFS. Consider rst part-type p = 1. Sin e it gets higher priority over
every other part-type, its blo kage by parts of type q  2 is limited to the delay aused by
non-preemption. Hen e the result of Theorem 2 applies to parts of type 1; and its proof by
indu tion is the same. By an appli ation of Theorem 3 to part-type p = 1, we on lude that
the delays experien ed by parts of type p = 1 are bounded.
Now the proof is by indu tion on p. Suppose that the delays of parts of types 1; 2; : : : ; p 1
are bounded, and thus also the bu er levels of these part-types. This implies that for ea h
bu er bi of a part-type q with q < p, in any given time interval [s; t℄, a number of parts
 q (t s) +  are pro essed, where  is a onstant. Hen e the sum, over the ma hines at
the servi e enter  , of the lengths of the time intervals that they are available to pro ess
Pp 1
part-types p, p + 1; : : : ; P in any interval [s; t℄, is  m [1
s)  0 , where  0
q=1 q wq; ℄(t
is a onstant. Therefore, enough time is available pro ess parts of types p, p + 1; : : : ; P , on
the average, i.e., the apa ity ondition is met for part-types p; p + 1; : : : ; P . By repeating
the argument of Theorem 2, the ontra tive estimate of the delay for parts of type p is
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established, i.e., if a part of type p enters the system when there are already x parts of type
p in the system, then it leaves within p () + (max wp; + )x time units. By repeating the
argument of Theorem 3, the boundedness of the bu ers of part-type p holds. This ompletes
the indu tion and the proof of the stability of ULBFS.
Finally, for the poli y CFLBFS, the proof is a ombination of the above two proofs. It is
based on indu tion, a ording to the bu er priority ordering, where for a part-type p 2 PL
the stability of all its bu ers is proved simultaneously, while for a part-type p 2 PF only
the stability of an individual bu er is proved at ea h stage of the indu tion argument. The
details, whi h are a ombination of the above two proofs, are left to the reader.
2
We onje ture that if one only orders the bu ers separately at ea h servi e station, so
that, for example, the FBFS ordering is respe ted lo ally at ea h servi e enter, but without
taking into a ount the global ordering of the bu ers, then that alone is not enough for
stability.
We have not been able to establish the stability of an \interleaved" version of LBFS; in
fa t we onje ture that some su h interleavings may lead to instability.
We have also been unable to establish whether EDD is stable for systems onsisting of
multiple non-a y li ow lines. The diÆ ulty lies in the fa t that a part may be interfered
with several times at several bu ers by a part traversing a di erent route, whi h pre ludes
a ontra tive estimate of its delay. Given the widespread mention of EDD, the resolution of
its stability is an interesting open question.

8 Generalizations
All the stability results in this paper an be generalized to the following situations.
i) Parts may di er with respe t to their pro essing times. If i ( ) is the pro essing time of
a parti ular part  at the bu er bi , then we only need assume that i ( )  i for all  .
ii) The ma hines at a servi e enter need not be identi al; they may di er in \speed." Let
s;k be the speed of the k-th ma hine at the servi e enter  . So a part requiring 
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time units if it is pro essed at this
time units worth of pro essing is ompleted in s;k
ma hine. Then, the \work" brought per part to a \standard" ma hine with speed 1 is,
X
i
w :=
;
Pm
fiji =g k=1s;k

and the required apa ity ondition is (3).
iii) In the LS s heduling poli y, we an allow for a more dynami poli y where the \estimates" of future delay depend on the urrent state of the network. All we require is
that there be a uniform bound for these dynami estimates. We note that this exibility also allows for some heuristi s whi h attempt to \optimize" short-range sequen ing
de isions.
iv) There may be a state-dependent transportation delay as a part moves between servi e
enters; all we require is that the transportation times be uniformly bounded.

9 Some Simulation Results
To obtain a better idea of the performan e of the s heduling poli ies studied in this paper,
we have ondu ted simulations of a highly re-entrant ow line su h as in Figure 1, using
the SLAM II simulation software. Spe i ally, we simulated su h a system with 5 servi e
enters, ea h onsisting of one ma hine, with ea h ma hine being visited 5 times.
We ondu ted 30 simulations, at ea h of the values of the load fa tors,  = 0:8, 0.9 and
0.999. In ea h simulation, the arrivals were hosen as a Poisson pro ess of rate 1.
The pro essing times were hosen randomly as follows. First, a set fxi j 1  i  S 2 g of
S 2 pseudo-random numbers, uniformly distributed in [0; 1℄, were generated. From these, we
derived
x
Xi
i() :=
for 1  i  S 2 ; and  = 0.8, 0.9, and 0.999:
xj
fj jj mod S =i mod S g
This pro edure yields three sets of pro essing times fi() j 1  i  S 2 g for the three values
of , where w =  for all  in ea h set, i.e., all servi e enters have identi al loads.
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These pro essing times were then used to ondu t one simulation for ea h of the three load
fa tors. By using the same fxi g, we were also able to study the performan e of the poli ies
as pro essing times were s aled. Finally this entire pro edure was repeated 30 times.
Ea h simulation was started with an empty system and was terminated when the 400-th
part left the system. To eliminate transient e e ts, statisti s were olle ted beginning with
the 201-th part.
One may wonder how the \estimates" fi g of the \remaining delays" from the bu ers
fbig, ne essary for the implementation of the LS poli y, were obtained, given that the delays
depend on the s heduling poli y, while the poli y itself depends on estimates of the delays.
We have found a quite e e tive pro edure in our simulations. Essentially, at iteration 0, we
set all i(0) identi ally to zero, and then run a simulation of the LS poli y, whi h gives us
empiri al \mean remaining delays," whi h we all fi(1) g. Then we use the LS s heduling
poli y de ned by fi(1) g to run a simulation, whi h in turn gives estimates fi(2) g, and so on.
We have observed that these estimates are monotone in reasing with a tenden y towards
onvergen e, and we used fi(10) g as our estimates of sla ks.
We measured the empiri al mean as well as the empiri al standard deviation of delay
in the system for ea h poli y, in ea h simulation run. We believe that the best measure
of \performan e" may well be aptured by a ombination of mean and standard deviation,
su h as (mean + 3 standard deviations), sin e we are guaranteed (by Chebyshev's inequality)
that at least 8=9 (= 88:8%) of the parts will in ur lesser delay, providing some reliability in
meeting due dates.
The results of the simulations are summarized in Table 1. To avoid onfusion, the word
\Mean" in the table refers to the average taken over the individual parts in a parti ular
simulation run, while \Average" refers to the average taken over the 30 statisti s gathered
from the 30 simulation runs.
In our simulation results, LS had the least varian e for the delay in 81 out of 90 runs.
On the other hand, LBFS had the least mean delay in 80 runs, and the least (mean + 3
standard deviations) in 65 runs (spe i ally in all 30 runs at  = 0.999 , 23 out of 30 runs
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F BF S 
Average of 30 Means
33.63
Average of 30 Std. Deviations
14.16
0.8 Average of 30 Mean+3 Std. Deviation
76.11
Average Rank of Mean
4.00
Average Rank of Std. Deviation
4.00
Average Rank of Mean+3 Std. Deviation 4.00
Average of 30 Means
164.04
Average of 30 Std. Deviations
18.29
0.9 Average of 30 Mean+3 Std. Deviation
218.92
Average Rank of Mean
4.00
Average Rank of Std. Deviation
4.00
Average Rank of Mean+3 Std. Deviation 4.00
Average of 30 Means
491.65
Average of 30 Std. Deviations
15.22
0.999 Average of 30 Mean+3 Std. Deviation
537.30
Average Rank of Mean
4.00
Average Rank of Std. Deviation
4.00
Average Rank of Mean+3 Std. Deviation 4.00


F CF S
11.32
4.19
23.88
2.80
2.87
2.87
31.54
7.64
54.46
2.90
3.00
3.00
83.62
4.04
95.74
3.00
2.17
3.00

LBF S
10.06
3.44
20.40
1.40
2.00
1.70
22.42
5.52
39.00
1.20
1.97
1.23
49.32
4.41
62.54
1.00
2.70
1.00

LS
10.52
3.01
19.56
1.80
1.13
1.43
26.56
4.76
40.86
1.90
1.03
1.77
65.43
3.35
75.48
2.00
1.13
2.00

* Due to an extremely large build up of queue size, only 14 sets of values were re orded at
the load fa tor 0.999.

Table 1: Summary of Simulation Results
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at  = 0.9, and 12 out of 30 runs at  = 0.8). These observations on rm our intuition (see
Se tion 2) regarding the suitability of LBFS for minimizing mean delay, and that of LS for
minimizing varian e of the delay.
The ability of the LS poli y to redu e mean delay is espe ially noti eable by a signi ant
margin at high load fa tors (0.9 and 0.999). At the lighter load fa tor of  = 0.8, however,
LS tended to outperform LBFS with respe t to (mean + 3 standard deviations), due to its
lower standard deviations.
The FCFS poli y was generally worse than LBFS and LS with respe t to both mean and
standard deviation. Finally, the FBFS poli y was the worst among all four poli ies in all 90
runs. Its ex eedingly large delay is apparently due to its \push" nature, whi h is in sharp
ontrast with the \pull" nature of LBFS.
Of ourse, none of these \results" is on lusive in any sense of the word, but merely
indi ative of our experien e for a highly spe i situation.
In general, due to the high degree of ross- onsisten y a ross the simulation runs, it
appears that su h simulation studies an indeed help us in understanding the performan e of
the various poli ies. Hen e, a mu h more thorough simulation study appears to be warranted,
to see whether similar results also hold for larger systems, when servi e enters ontain several
ma hines, when random yields ause rework and s rapping, when parts arrive possibly out
of order, et .

10 Con luding Remarks
This paper is a start towards determining the behavior of several s heduling poli ies, all
of whi h, while ommonly mentioned in the literature, appear not to be well understood.
The simulation results on rm our intuition that LBFS may well be the best poli y for
minimizing the mean delay, espe ially at high load fa tors, and that LS may well be the
best poli y for minimizing the varian e of the delay. We therefore re ommend a \ onvex"
ombination of the two, whi h is itself an LS poli y employing small values of \sla ks" (say
small proportions of the remaining delays) for minimizing (mean + 3 standard deviations).
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Several interesting open problems remain. For example, the stability of the First Come
First Serve Poli y is an open question even for systems with even just one non-a y li ow
line. For systems with multiple non-a y li ow lines, the stability of even the Earliest Due
Date Poli y is unresolved.
In appli ation areas su h as semi ondu tor manufa turing, the problem of \yield" management gives rise to several additional issues involving rework and s rapping, for whi h a
sto hasti extension of our results would be useful. What we have provided ould be the
deterministi ba kbone of a sample-path based stability argument for su h sto hasti extensions, whi h may also in orporate other sour es of randomness su h as pro essing times,
ma hine failures, et .
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